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ABSTRACT
Social robots must be believable to be effective; but creating
believable, affectively expressive robot behaviours requires
time and skill. Inspired by the directness with which perform-
ers use their voices to craft characters, we introduce Voodle
(vocal doodling), which uses the form of utterances – e.g.,
tone and rhythm – to puppet and eventually control robot mo-
tion. Voodle offers an improvisational platform capable of
conveying hard-to-express ideas like emotion. We created a
working Voodle system by collecting a set of vocal features
and associated robot motions, then incorporating them into
a prototype for sketching robot behaviour. We explored and
refined Voodle’s expressive capacity by engaging expert per-
formers in an iterative design process. We found that users
develop a personal language with Voodle; that a vocalization’s
meaning changed with narrative context; and that voodling
imparts a sense of life to the robot, inviting designers to sus-
pend disbelief and engage in a playful, conversational style of
design.

ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.1 Multimedia Information Systems: Audio Input/Output;
H.5.2 User Interfaces: Natural language, User-Centered de-
sign, Voice I/O; H.5.5. Sound and Music Computing: Signal
analysis, synthesis and processing

Author Keywords
Vocal interfaces; voice input; sound symbolism; animation;
human-robot interaction; haptics; vocal-haptic interface

INTRODUCTION
Interactive agents are more compelling when they are believ-
able: giving the illusion of life and facilitating suspension of
disbelief [5]. When users believe that an agent has a ‘spark of
life’, they can be more immersed, emotionally invested, and
aligned with the agent system.

However, creating believable agents is hard. Animators and
roboticists are highly trained, use cutting-edge modeling tools,
and have to balance making their animations too real (and
becoming uncanny) and not real enough (thereby not being
understood). Yet actors and performers improvise believable
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Figure 1: Voodle (vocal doodling) uses vocal performance to
create believable, affective robot behaviour. Features like tone
and rhythm are translated to influence a robot’s movement.

characters. While this may require skill, effort and a specific
state of mind, the effort is applied directly, not through a
computer keyboard or by writing code. Can performance be
leveraged to improvise believable robot motion?

We focus here on voice, for two crucial qualities. First, voice
naturally expresses emotion; meaning is conveyed through the
form of speech (e.g., prosody) as well as utterance semantics.
A dog can thus take direction from its owner’s tone, timing and
loudness as well as her words. Secondly, iconic sounds, found
in onomatopoeic words like “boom”, “woof”, or “ding,” can
capture hard-to-express ideas like emotion (ugh) or movement
(zoom). We posit that an iconic vocabulary could be the
basis of a rich, naturalistic, and improvisational platform to
interactively design behaviors for physical, affective systems.

To assess this proposition, we built the Voodle system (‘vo-
cal doodling’), which derives believable motion from iconic
vocalizations1. Specifically, we used computationally low-
1We use “Voodle” to refer to our implemented system, “voodling”
to the act of using iconic vocalizations as an input modality with an
interactive system, and “voodles” for specific vocalizations.
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cost methods such as real-time amplitude and pitch analysis
of vocal performances to immediately generate motion on a
1-degree-of-freedom (DOF) robot, allowing the performer to
evolve and experiment as he seeks a particular behavior. Voo-
dle was developed as a design tool. That is, we intended that
roboticists would perform vocalizations that move a robot as
a way to design its behaviour. However, along the way we
also discovered its promise as an interaction technique: an
expressive input that end-users can employ to elicit lifelike
motion as they interact with the robot.

Objectives, Approach and Contributions
Our goal was to support creation of believable robot behaviour
through iconic vocalizations. We developed voodling in stages:
(i) a pilot exploration of vocal interaction with a linguistic anal-
ysis, to test the concept and gather requirements; (ii) a compar-
ative Study 1 with 10 naïve users to situate Voodle in relation
to traditional animation tools; and (iii) a co-design Study 2
with 3 expert performers in a 6-week intensive relationship
while the Voodle system was iteratively revised.

After reviewing related work, we describe Voodle’s design
and implementation, then detail and reflect upon our two stud-
ies. We discuss how Voodle may fit into conventional creative
processes in fields such as film, animation, theatre, or graphic
design with a creative director, artist, and technician/observer;
and lay out future steps, including how this experience sug-
gests that Voodle could be extended. We contribute:

A working Voodle system that is customizable in real-time,
and extensible for further development and applications.

Key factors underlying effective voodling in affective interac-
tion, relating to level of user control, form, and achievable
alignment and believability.

A vision for how Voodle can fit into the behaviour-design
process, including when to use sound symbolic input; the
domains in which sound symbolic interaction excels or is in-
effective; and how voodling may integrate into a traditional
design process with artist, director, and technician.

RELATED WORK

Physical Social Robots and Emotion Display
As robots enter our homes and workplaces, they need to be so-
cially communicative. Social robots can interpret and display
emotions through many modalities, including speech, touch,
facial expressions, and body language [19, 62]. Physically ori-
ented social robots, the focus of this work, have been shown to
have value for companionship: Paro, a cute actuated harp seal
with soft fur, has helped to manage dementia and encourage
socialization in elder care homes [58]. They have potential
as therapeutic tools: a fuzzy, breathing, touch-based Haptic
Creature [62] helps people measurably relax [52].

These benefits come from robot movement, which must look—
and feel—right. Believability is an essential trait for a social
agent [5]; this ‘illusion of life’ is produced when the agent
shows emotion and a thought process behind it.

Creating expressive movement – Designing expressive be-
haviours can be challenging, requiring animation, behavior
and robot expertise as well as diverse tools [23].

Conventional robot movement is produced by an algorithm
that acts on a model to define an exact path towards a goal, opti-
mizing efficiency or safety [15]. Alternatively, an animator can
define a model’s movement, e.g., with keyframing. Both tech-
niques can impart expressive or biological-appearing qualities,
algorithmically (perhaps with limited quality), or manually
(laboriously and with skill). The robot can be triggered to
follow the path (pre-computed or generated on-the-fly) by a
pre-defined command with a deterministic outcome.

Expressive motion can derive from other sources. “Program-
ming by demonstration” records manually actuated robot mo-
tion [15]; actor input can be employed in this way. Hoffman
and Ju suggest an iterative approach that integrates robot phys-
ical design with 3D modelling for performative robots [28];
Croft and Moon mimic human hesitation behaviours on a
robot [37]. Takayama applied traditional animation techniques
(such as easing in/out) and tested user perceptions of robot
behaviour in a video-based simulated environment [57]. Some
generative techniques for affect exist as well: adding Perlin
noise to robot poses can increase user recognition rate of dis-
played emotion [6].

Here, we responded to individuals’ natural vocal expressions
by providing a novel, direct input mechanism; effectively
producing commands that modify a pre-determined motion.

Emotion model – To study the display of emotion, we assume
a conventional dimensional model for emotion, based on Rus-
sell’s circumplex model for affect [46], which places emotions
on a two-dimensional plane. Valence (pleasant/unpleasant) is
along one axis, and arousal (high/low activation) is orthogonal.
Russell’s circumplex model is often discretized into a grid [45],
or represented by a set of validated words such as the Positive
and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS, [61]). In PANAS,
words are grouped by various configurations of the affect grid,
such as by quadrant, and assumed to be roughly equivalent in
affective intensity. For example, “stressed” is (high-arousal,
low-valence) along with “upset” or “angry” and is opposed di-
agonally by “relaxed” (low-arousal, high-valence) or “serene”.
The circumplex model is useful in describing dynamic emo-
tional transitions; transitions were easier for participants to
perform over single emotions in our study.

Expressive capacity of simple agents – While affective robots
have successfully expressed complex emotional behaviours
on human-like platforms (e.g., facial expressions [9]), hu-
mans also have a powerful ability to anthropomorphize, easily
constructing narratives and ascribing complex emotions to
non-human objects [26] — even a simple rod in motion [25].

We have leveraged this ability with 1-degree-of-freedom
(DOF) robot breathing behaviours that can recognizably ren-
der diverse emotions [12, 62], most recently in our simple
but expressive zoomorphic CuddleBit robot family [12]. In a
previous study, we found that CuddleBits could consistently
express a variety of emotions across the affect grid [12].

However, the design space of even these 1-DOF robots is
too large to traverse with conventional tools like keyframe
editors. We had anecdotally observed individuals struggle
with more conventional behavior-generation approaches, and
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(a) RibBit: A CuddleBit that
looks like a set of ribs.

(b) FlexiBit: A Bit whose stom-
ach ”breaths” via a servo.

(c) FlappyBit: A Bit with an ap-
pendage that flaps up and down
via a servo.

(d) VibroBit: A Bit that vi-
brates via an eccentric mass
motor.

(e) BrightBit: A Bit whose
eyes light up via an LED.

Figure 2: The 1-DOF CuddleBit robots used in co-design Study 2.

instinctively turn to iconic vocalizations to describe what they
wanted. The idea of Voodle came from the sense that it should
be possible to use those vocalizations more directly.

Voice Interaction
Alignment – A fundamental component of natural human com-
munication is alignment between conversation partners, which
occurs when people mimic one another’s communicative pat-
terns [20]. Phonetic convergence refers specifically to align-
ment of speakers’ phonetic patterning [38], and other studies
show that people similarly coordinate speech rhythm, body
language and breathing pattern [33,36,59]. Similarly, mimicry
positively impacts affiliation and likability [33]. Alignment
extends to human-computer conversations: people adjust lan-
guage to their expectations of how a system works [39].

A believable human-robot conversation must likewise see the
robot align its communication style, at some level, to the hu-
man partner’s. Previous work with virtual avatars exploited
such linguistic and physical alignment behavior for more nat-
uralistic virtual conversation agents [3, 22, 35]; Hoffman has
explored human-robot alignment by utilizing computer vision
techniques within performative contexts [27]. Here, we use
iconic features of the speech signal to achieve the illusion of
alignment, making for more believable interaction.

Iconicity – Speech meaning comes from the semantics of
words and phrases, utterance context, the sounds used to con-
struct the words, prosody (tone and rhythm), and accompany-
ing gestures. In the Sausserian tradition, linguistic meaning
is an arbitrary relationship between the signifier (a sound pat-
tern) and the signified (a concept) [18]. In this interpretation
(symbolic speech), signifier form has little relation to its mean-
ing. For example, the English word “cat” and its Japanese
equivalent (“neko”) sound very different, suggesting that the
mapping from ’cat’ the sound and cat the concept is arbitrary.

The notion of iconicity in language is when the form of a word
and its meaning are non-arbitrary [40–42]: the word sounds
like the thing it represents. For example, the English word for
a cat meowing (“meow”) sounds very similar to the Mandarin
word for a cat meowing (“miāo”). Iconic vocalizations are
also commonly used to express psychological states (“ugh”),
or physical phenomena like motion (“zoom”) [41].

Iconic vocalizations carry emotional content. Banse and
Scherer found that iconic voicing excels in communicating
psychological phenomena such as emotional states [4]; Rum-

mer et al demonstrated a relationship between positive emo-
tions and /i/ (the ‘ee’ sound in ‘coffee’), and negative emotions
with /o/ (approximately an ‘uhh’ sound) [44].

Iconic vocalizations are effective for describing physical phe-
nomena and motion. With physical tools including haptic
interfaces, users often opt to use iconic vocalizations to de-
scribe tactile sensations [49, 60], and to ground and commu-
nicate design intention [2, 11]. Individuals link vocalization
features motion patterns with some consistency. Shintel et
al saw speakers using high- and low-pitched vocalizations to
describe up and down motion respectively. Syllable rate is also
a major indicator of visual speed [54]. Voodle uses a similar
cross-modal mapping between iconic speech and motion, with
upward pitch mapping to upward motion, and time-varying
vocal amplitude as a proxy for syllable rate.

Iconicity is an alternative or complementary input mechanism
to speech recognition. Previous efforts use sound input to con-
trol an interface [21, 31], enhance accessibility of computer
systems [8], or as intuitive input for artistic expression [16,30].
Voice Augmented Manipulation augments users’ touch input
with voice, e.g., as a modal modifier key [48]. Iconic vocal-
izations has been explicitly modeled for robots: Breazaeal
and Aryananda used prosodic speech features to recognize
affective intent, e.g., praise, prohibition, and soothing [10].

In Voodle, we convert vocal features to affective motion rather
than categorizing speech. By utilizing speech form as a basis
for controlling robot movement, Voodle can display emotional
behaviour without explicit symbolic representation of emo-
tional states. This approach is computationally inexpensive.

SYSTEM DESIGN
To explore voodling, we built a design input tool that trans-
lates voodles to socially expressive motion for the CuddleBit
family of 1-DOF robots (Figure 2) [13]. A 1-DOF robot can
be expressive yet relatively easy to implement and control,
and offers insight into motion for more complex robots. Our
final Voodle system mapped increased pitch and amplitude to
CuddleBit height. We first describe a pilot study to gather re-
quirements for a working system, then report implementation
details.

Pilot Study: Gathering Requirements
We conducted a pilot to inform an initial Voodle implementa-
tion based on the RibBit (Figure 2). Like most of the Bits, the
RibBit moves its “ribs” in and out with a breathing-like motion.
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Table 1: Pilot Study: Linguistic features that participants felt corresponded best with robot position in the imitation task. “+” and
“-” indicate feature presence or absence. The comparative Study 1 went on to use pitch as a primary design element.

Feature Feature Description Example Tokens Dominant Participant-Produced Behaviours
Pitch Perceived fundamental frequency of the vocal-

ization over time.
“dum DUM” [Ůdum Űdum]
“We eEH” [Ůwe Űe]
“mMm” [Űm:Ům ]

Upward movements associated with higher
pitches, and downward movements associated
with lower pitch; sometimes reversed.

+/- Continuant Whether or not airflow is fully obstructed in
the vocal tract during speech, e.g., the “f” in
“father” vs the “t” in “butter”

“waywayway” [weiweiwei]
(+continuant) “dum dum” [d2m
d2m] (-continuant)

Continuants are associated with behaviours that
begin with gradual and smooth motion, while
non-continuants are associated with behaviours
with abrupt and jerky motion.

+Strident When there is a large degree of turbulence and
high energy noise caused by an obstruction in
vocal tract. Example: the “sh” in “shush”.

“tchuh-tchuh” [
>
tS2.

>
tS2]

“tcheen” [tSin]
Rapid movements – e.g., the Bit moves very
quickly between different positions.

+/- Voiced consonants A consonant is voiced if it’s produced while
the vocal folds are vibrating.

“ga” [ga] (voiced)
“ka” [ka] (unvoiced)

Voiced consonants were associated with smooth
motion, while unvoiced consonants were associ-
ated with less smooth motion.

To identify and prioritize features, we captured vocalizations
people use to describe robot behaviours, characterized how
people mapped sounds to robot movements, and identified key
vocal and system features for implementation.

We recruited five participants (aged 20-26, 2 female) from a
university population, reimbursed $10 for a 1-hour session.
All were fluent in English (four native speakers, one native
Russian speaker; four multilingual) with varied artistic and
performance experience, e.g., acting, illustrating, music.

Methods
After an icebreaker activity (tongue-twisters and improv
game), participants completed a vocal imitation task, then
a vocal improvisation task.

Imitation task – Participants observed and optionally used
their hands to feel each of 18 movements through the robot,
then imitated the behaviour using iconic vocalizations.

Of the 18 robot motions, ten were developed using vibrotac-
tile signals from an existing library that categorizes vibra-
tions based on perceived dimensions such as energy, duration,
rhythm, roughness, pleasantness, and urgency [53]. These
had been previously chosen for the purpose of expressive vi-
brotactile display, by two researchers independently selecting
exemplary vibrations from the library’s dimensional extremes
then iteratively merging their choices [51].

We produced eight more motions by systematically varying
sine parameters: fast/slow, large/small, and rough/smooth.

Motion durations ranged from 1-13 seconds and were looped.

Improvisation task – Participants manually puppeted the un-
powered robot while spontaneously vocalizing their puppetry,
while audio and video were recorded.

Analysis – We transcribed vocalizations into the International
Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) from the imitation task to capture
and prioritize input sounds, observed and reported how people
mapped sounds to robot movements, and observed phonologi-
cal similarity within and between participants.

Results
Phonetic Features – Table 1 reports typical phonetic features
that we observed in the pilot study’s imitation task. We tran-
scribed vocalizations into the International Phonetic Alphabet
(IPA), then organized them by distinctive phonological fea-
tures [14]. The most compelling features, based on discrim-
inability on motion and feasibility of implementation, were
pitch, continuants, stridents, and voiced consonants.

Metaphors for Sound-to-Behaviour Mappings – Participants
instituted a relationship between pitch, amplitude and height:
the higher the robot’s ribs, the higher the pitch and amplitude.

There were exceptions to this pattern; for example, one partic-
ipant saw the robot’s downward movement as ‘flexing,’ and
therefore used increased vocal pitch and amplitude to rep-
resent its downward movement. Table 1 reports contrasting
relationships that we observed, with examples.

We saw occasional reversals in participants’ mappings be-
tween the imitation task and the improvisational task. One
possible cause is the Bit’s actuation methods: i.e., computer-
control in imitation, and participant-actuated in improvisation.
The only direction to manually actuate the robot is downwards:
its default state is an extended position, and the ribs are nor-
mally pulled inwards by a servo. Hence, increased physical
effort translates to downward movement. So the relationship
between pitch and amplitude may be based on how the partici-
pant conceptualizes the “direction" yielded by the work.

Individualized language – Each participant seemed to have id-
iosyncratic sound patterning. For example, some participants
used many voiced stops (e.g., “badum badum”) in their utter-
ances. Some participants consistently used multiple syllables
with many consonants (“tschugga tschugga”); others consis-
tently produced simple monosyllabic utterances (“mmmm”).

Voodle Implementation
Based on piloting guidance, we created a full Voodle system,
seen in Figures 3 (system design) and 1 (system in use). We
found that fundamental frequency and overall amplitude (eas-
ily detected in realtime) could capture a variety of relevant
vocalizations, including pitch and +continuant features. To
accommodate variety in metaphors (e.g., breathing vs. flexing)
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Figure 3: The Voodle system implementation, as it evolved during our studies. Additions for each stage are highlighted in yellow.
In our final system, incoming vocal input is analyzed for amplitude and fundamental frequency. These signals are normalized
between 0 and 1, then averaged, weighted by a “pitch/amp” bias parameter. Randomness is then inserted into the system, which
we found increased a sense of agency. Output is smoothed either with a low-pass filter or PD control. Final output can be reversed
to accommodate user narratives (i.e. robot is crunching with louder voice vs. robot is expanding) for several different CuddleBits.

and individualized language, we included user-adjustable pa-
rameters: motion smoothing, gain, pitch and amplitude weight
(where the weight between amplitude and pitch is a linear com-
bination: out put = amp× ampweight + pitch× pitchweight),
and the reverse. Priorities for future phonetic features include
distinguishing the additional features reported in Table 1.

Voodle was implemented in JavaScript: a NodeJS server con-
nected with the RibBit using Johnny-Five and ReactJS [32,43].
Input audio was analyzed in 1s windows. Amplitude was deter-
mined by the maximum value in the window, deemed to be suf-
ficient through piloting. The fundamental frequency was calcu-
lated using the AMDF algorithm [55], the best performer in in-
formal piloting. Figure 3 shows algorithm evolution. Voodle is
open-source, available at https://github.com/ubcspin/Voodle.

STUDIES
To understand and develop the possibilities of voodling within
a creative design process, we conducted two studies.

In the first, we examined Voodle’s role as a design tool by
comparing it to traditional digital animation methods, such
as keyframing. To do this, we situated Voodle within estab-
lished performative design practices, as seen in voice acting,
puppeting, and animation. In these disciplines it is common to
employ a director-artist-technician setup to ensure quality: the
director delivers detached artistic feedback to the artist, while
the technician can offer technical advice and suggestions.

The second activity was a co-design process: performer-user
input guided iteration on factors underlying Voodle’s expres-
sive capacity.

Because using iconic input to generate affective robot motion
is an unexplored domain, we focused on rich qualitative data.
For both studies, methods borrowed from grounded theory [56]
allowed us to shed light on key phenomena surrounding this
interaction style, and to define the problem space through key
thematic events as a basis for further quantitative study.

COMPARATIVE STUDY 1: Situating Voodle as a Tool

Procedure
We recruited ten participants to design five robot behaviours,
each based on an emotion word from the PANAS scale [61].
Three self-identified as singers or actors.

To define the design tasks, participants were assigned one word
per affect grid quadrant, chosen randomly without replacement
from the five PANAS words for that quadrant; participants
selected a fifth word. The words were presented in random
order. For each word, the participant was given the option to
express the behaviour with Voodle, design it using a traditional
keyframe editor, or switch between these as needed.

The keyframe editor, Macaron [50], allows users to spec-
ify Bit height (periodic movement amplitude) over time, as
well as remix and transform their original animations through
copy/pasting, scaling keyframes, and inversion and other func-
tions. Participants could export their voodles as keyframe data
for later refinement in Macaron.

During the study, an expert animator (a co-author) was a de-
sign assistant, introducing participants to the robot and two
tools. The animator assisted participants in creating com-
pelling designs, offering technical support and guidance as
needed, but did not create animations for them. Meanwhile,
another researcher acted as an observer, taking notes on tool
use and conducting a brief informal exit interview.

Participants could create as many designs for each emotion
word as they wanted using any tool at any time until they were
satisfied with the result; for example, they might make three
designs for “excited” and choose their favourite.

Results
Participants agreed that the robots came to life: “it shocked me
how alive it felt,” “it tries to behave like a living thing would.”

Voodling was used by participants to express emotions: “the
things [Voodle]’s listening for is different from the things Siri
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listens for...it’s usually emotional meaning or mental state
that’s conveyed by [pitch, volume and quality]”. While 7/10
participants used Voodle, those with performance experience
experience used Voodle more. This is may be individual pref-
erence: voodling is performance, and tended to be preferred
by those comfortable with performing.

Participants generally chose to use Voodle to augment their
keyframe-editor work, rather than as a stand-alone tool. Only
two (both performers) ever designed with Voodle alone, and
only did so for one behaviour design task each.

Voodle was most appropriate for exploring and sketching ideas,
not fine-tuned control. When users knew their goal, they
moved straight to the keyframe editor: “it always seemed
easier to go to [the keyframe] editor to do what I had in my
head than trying to vocalize and create that through voice.”

We found participants had trouble expressing static emotional
states (e.g., distressed); these became clearer when contrasted
with an opposing emotion. In our next study, we changed the
task to transitions between emotional states.

Supplementing these observations, we note that a concurrent
study (whose focus was on developing and assessing these
robots’ expressive capacity, and not on input tools) also used
these Voodle-generated animations along with others, and
confirmed that they covered a large emotional space [12].
Specifically, independent judges consistently assessed Bit ani-
mations as well-distributed across the arousal dimension, and
somewhat along valence.

We concluded that Voodle had value for sketching expres-
sive robot behaviours, but needed further development. To
understand the voodling experience and improve its implemen-
tation, we conducted a co-design activity (Study 2) with expert
performers who could push its expressive capability.

CO-DESIGN STUDY 2: Performer Use and Revision
Ideal Voodle users are performance-inclined designers. We
recruited three expert performers to help us improve and un-
derstand Voodle. Over a six week period, each performer met
us individually for three one-hour-long sessions, for a total of
nine sessions conducted. After completing Session 1 with all
three participants, we iterated on the system for Session 2; we
repeated this process between Sessions 2 and 3.

Methods – In each session, participants were guided through
a series of emotion tasks, followed by an in-depth interview.
Each emotion task was treated as a voice-acting scene, where
the participant played the role of actor, and two researchers
played the roles of director (here, an assistant as for compara-
tive Study 1) and observer. As before, the director/assistant
offered technical support and suggestions as needed, but did
not actively design behaviours. An observer took notes.

In each task, participants used Voodle to act out transitions
between opposing PANAS emotional states, e.g., distressed
→ relaxed, for (high-arousal, high-valence)→ (low-arousal,
low-valence). The full set of emotion tasks (a) crossed
the diagonals of the affect grid; and (b) crossed each axis:
Distressed-Relaxed, Depressed-Excited, Relaxed-Depressed,

Excited-Distressed, Relaxed-Excited, Depressed-Distressed.
Participants performed as many as they could in the time al-
lotted per session. Each session lasted an hour: 30 minutes
dedicated to the main emotion task, 20 minutes for an inter-
view, and 10 minutes for setup and debriefing.

An in-depth interview was framed with three think-aloud tasks,
to motivate discussion and draw out user thoughts on the
experience of voodling. Participants were asked to (1) rate and
discuss Likert-style questions of 5 characteristics: perceived
alignment, fidelity and quality of designed behaviours, and
perceived degree of precision and nuance; (2) sketch out a
region on an affect grid to represent the expressive range
of the robot (Figure 4). (3) pile-sort [7] pictures of objects,
including pets, the CuddleBit, and tools, to expose how they
defined terms like ‘social agent,’ and how the Bit fit within
that spectrum.

Participants – Participants were professional artists with per-
formance experience, recruited through the researchers’ pro-
fessional networks.

P1 is a visual artist focused on performance and digital art. He
was born in Mexico and lived in Brazil for 4 years and Canada
for 7 years. P1 is a native speaker of Spanish and English,
with working knowledge of Portuguese and French.

P2 is an audio recording engineer, undergraduate student (eco-
nomics and statistics), and musician: he provides vocals in a
band, and plays bass and piano. P2 is a native English speaker
born in Canada; he is learning German and Spanish.

P3 is an illustrator, vocalist, and freelance voice-over artist.
She has a degree in interactive art and technology, and has
taken classes on physical prototyping and design. She is a
native speaker of Mandarin and English, with working knowl-
edge of Japanese. P3 was born in Taiwan and immigrated to
Canada when she was 8 years old.

Analysis – We conducted thematic analysis [47] informed by
grounded theory methods [17] on observations, video, and
interview data. We found four themes (Table 2): participants
developed a personal language, voodling requires a narrative
frame and brings users into alignment with the robot, and para-
metric controls complement the voice for input. Each session
helped to further develop and enrich each theme, adding to the
overall story. We refer to each theme by an abbreviation and
session number: “PL1" is Personal Language, Session 1.

Session 1
We introduced naïve participants to the initial Voodle prototype
and allowed them to explore its capabilities and limitations by
completing as many of the emotion tasks as time permitted
(∼30 mins). We closed with a semi-structured interview;
participant feedback informed the next iteration of Voodle.

Theme PL1: From “Eureka” to local maximum – Partici-
pants were initially instructed to use iconic vocalizations with
an example such a ‘wubba-wubba’. Despite this, all partici-
pants chose to use symbolic speech early in Session 1.

For example, when asked to perform the emotion task relaxed
→ depressed, P2 started by saying “I’m having a nice relaxing
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Table 2: Summary of Study 2 Co-Design Themes. We refer to each theme by abbreviation and session number (e.g., “PL1”)

Theme Definition Session 1 Session 2 Session 3
Personal
Language
(PL)

The individualized words
and utterances a partici-
pant developed with the
robot.

Participants took a varying amount of
time to “get” Voodle; each vocalized
in different ways, arriving at a local
maximum.

Participants build upon their con-
structed language, starting from
their Session 1 language, but ex-
ploring more ideas.

Robots influenced choice of
voice or MIDI input, but not vo-
calization language.

Narrative
Frame
(NF)

The story the user is
telling themselves about
who or what the robot is.

Participants needed to situate the robot
by constructing a character to effec-
tively interact with the robot by uti-
lizing metaphors, concepts, and feel-
ings that do not need to be explicitly
described in words.

Participants used narrative frame
in different ways. Fur did not af-
fect their ability to construct a nar-
rative frame.

Robot form factor, orientation
adjusted the stories that partici-
pants told.

Immersion
(I)

The extent to which a
participant could suspend
their disbelief.

Participants adjusted their language de-
pending on the robot’s behaviour. By
conversing with the robot, they found
the behaviour was more believable than
the observers did.

Experience helped people be more
in-tune (“aligned”) with the robot;
as did voodling in comparison to
using direct MIDI controls.

Too much or too little control
reduces emotional connection;
physically actuated displays con-
nect more with users.

Controls
(C)

How the control of the sys-
tem influenced how partic-
ipant saw the interaction.

Laptop controls were difficult to use. A
low pass smoothing algorithm was not
effective. Randomness contributed to
life like behaviour.

Physical MIDI controls were easy
to use when voodling, but lacked
feedback. The robot needed an ad-
justable “zero” to maintain lifelike
behaviour without input.

Suggestions include: steady-
state sine wave breathing and
setting 0 position as 50% of max
servo

day”, with little visible success in getting the Bit to do what he
wanted. Each participant transitioned into understanding how
to use Voodle at different times. P3 quickly understood that
symbolic speech wouldn’t afford her sufficient expressivity,
and transitioned to iconic input, while P2 kept reverting to
symbolic speech as an expressive crutch.

It took P2 until the fifth emotion task (of seven) until he had
a breakthrough: “I kinda made it behave how I imagined
my dog would behave”. Using that metaphor, subsequent
vocalizations attained better control. Unlike the other two
participants, P1 switched to iconic vocalizations gradually.
dKM SLCc
Each participant eventually converged on his or her own id-
iosyncratic collection of sounds that they felt was most ef-
fective. This differs from what might be a globally optimal
set of sounds to use: participants stayed in some local maxi-
mum. For example, P1 started using “tss” sounds and breathes
into the microphone; while initially successful for percussive
movements, they later proved limiting. P2 used nasal sounds
peppered with breathiness (“hmmm”). P3 eventually focused
on manipulating pitch with vowels. (“ooOOOO”), as well
as employing nasals like P2 (“mmm”), and some ingressive
(breathing in) vocalizations. (“gasp!”).

Theme NF1: Developing a story – Once the participant finds
the robot’s ‘story’, emotional design tasks get easier. For
example, P2’s shift came with his story of the robot being a
dog. P2 refused to explicitly tell a story: “it wasn’t much of
a concrete story”. P1 said he created less a full story, “more
a grand view of feeling some emotions and from there on you
could build a story, we were getting more the traces of a story
through the emotions”. This narrative potential was enabled
by the conceptual metaphor of Voodle as a dog [34].

Theme I1: Mirroring the robot suspends disbelief – Partici-
pants formed a feedback loop with the robot: their vocaliza-

tions influenced the robot’s behaviour, which in turn encour-
aged participants to change their vocalizations. P2’s dog-like

“hmmm” vocalizations caused the robot to jitter, surprising P2
and prompting a switch to “ooo ooo ooo” sounds.

When actively interacting with the robot, participants reported
stronger emotional responses than the experimenters observed
in the robot; as actors in the scene, participants were more
connected than the director and observer. This could be due
to their close alignment with the robot while acting – an ex-
perimenter might see a twitch as a quirk of the system, but the
participant might see it as evocative of emotional effort: “I did
an ’aaa’ and at the end of the syllable it did a flutter...it was
just really nice, there were just things that I didn’t expect that
expressed my emotion better than I thought it would” (P3).

Theme C1: Screen distracted, algorithm was unresponsive
– Using a laptop to control algorithm parameters distracted
participants from looking at the robot.

All participants had some trouble modifying Voodle parame-
ters; the director needed to take over parameter control (with
the participant’s direction) as they vocalized. Parameter ma-
nipulation was especially difficult in emotional transition tasks
where multiple parameters needed to be adjusted over time.

In addition, participants reported that the smoothing algorithm,
a simple low-pass filter, was unresponsive: “feels like there’s
a compressor [audio filter restricting signal range]...limiting
the the amount of movement” (P2).

Changes for Session 2 – We implemented four changes for
Session 2: replaced the web interface with a physical MIDI
keyboard for parameter control; replaced the low-pass filter
with a PD (proportion/damping) controller to improve respon-
siveness, with parameters named “speed” (P) and “springiness”
(D); introduced a new “randomness” parameter to simulate
the noise from the removed low-pass filter; and added a new
mode to aid in making comparisons, “Wheel”: users could
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press a button on the MIDI keyboard to disable voice input and
directly control the position of the robot using wheel control.

Session 2 Format and Results
In the second session we juxtaposed voodling against a manual
MIDI-wheel controller, based on a participant’s suggestion.

Participants first did as many emotion tasks as possible in
∼15mins, using voice for robot position control; then repeated
these in Wheel mode. Included in this session were observa-
tions of how a user’s relationship with the Bit matured as they
became more familiar with both the robot and Voodle.

PL 2: Participants learn, differ in skill – Unprompted, partic-
ipants began with same language they used in Session 1, then
developed their language with experimentation. P3 continued
to use primarily pitch control, as she did in the first session.
P1 continued his “tss” sounds and blowing directly into the
microphone, essentially a binary rate control: the robot was
either expanding quickly or contracting quickly.

After some experimentation, P1 incorporated more pitch con-
trol, which afforded better control. P2 and P3 indicated in-
creased expressivity on their affect grids in Session 2 (Fig-
ure 4), suggesting improvement of either ability or system.

The participants began to diverge in their ability to create
nuanced behaviours, suggesting talent or training influenced
their capabilities. P1, with his breathing sounds, simply didn’t
succeed in controlling the robot. P3 seemed to understand how
to work with Voodle, creating subtle and expressive designs;
she preferred vocal input, but also was adept with Wheel. P2
was between the other two, making extensive use of Wheel
control, and playing it like a piano.

NF 2: Agency from motion – Randomness and lack of pre-
cise control imbued the robot with agency. P1 claimed that,
on the whole, randomness made the Bit feel more alive be-
cause it implies self-agency. When turning up the randomness,
P3 exclaimed, “oh hey hi, I woke it up”. She explained:

“The randomness meter...was always the first thing I moved I
think...because it added another layer of emotion to it.” This
lack of control connected to the sense of life within the robot:

“[the Bit] was modeled to look like a living creature and that
makes me feel like it should probably not completely obey what
I want it to do. There should be something unexpected” (P3).

Continuous motion can contribute to agency. All participants
felt the robot should not be motionless in its ‘off’ state; it
needed a default, like breathing. P2 further suggested that the
robot’s ‘zero’ point be the middle of its range, to accommodate
both contraction and expansion metaphors.

I2: Voice converses, MIDI instructs – Participants were more
aligned with the robot when vocalizing. For example, P3
expressed that manual wheel control allowed her to instruct the
robot, whereas voice control allowed her to converse with the
robot: “Voice feels like it’s more conversing than by wheel, I
think it’s because by wheel I have a better idea of what’s going
to happen...which makes me experiment a little less” (P3).
Non-voice MIDI control gave a stronger sense of controlling
the robot, diminishing agency: “[The wheel] felt more like
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Figure 4: Reported affect grids by participant and session. Af-
ter being instructed about dimensions of arousal and valence,
participants drew the robot’s expressive range directly on af-
fect grids. Participants indicated increased expressivity from
sessions 1 to 2, differences between voice and Wheel control,
and that each robot had a different range.

playing an instrument” (P2). P2, the audio engineer, preferred
using the MIDI wheel, while P3 preferred voice. Both P1 and
P3 indicated that the Wheel had more expressive capabilities
with low-arousal, negative emotions (Figure 4).

C2: Visual parameter state – MIDI parameter control allowed
participants to focus attention on the robot.

All participants continuously modified the Voodle parameters
with the MIDI controller, compared to minimal modification
with Session 1’s HTML controller. P2 suggested that sliders
may be more effective than knobs, as they provide immediate
visual feedback for range and current value. P3 also requested
more visual feedback for parameter status, e.g., bar graphs.

Changes for Session 3 – We displayed parameter status on the
laptop screen, and added 4 new robot forms to explore how
form and actuation modality influence voodling (Figure 2).

Session 3 Format and Results
The final session explored the effect of form factor on control
style. Each participant ran through a subset of our emotion
tasks with each of the new robots (Figure 2), given the option
to use either voice or wheel control. They were also allotted
free time to play with the new robot forms. We administered
a closing questionnaire to capture their overall experience of
the final version of Voodle.

PL3: Consistent language across robots – Despite wide vari-
ation in each robot’s expressive capability (Figure 4), partici-
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pants continued to use their developed languages across robots.
Examples include “tssss”, “ooo”, “aaa” (P1), “mmmm” (P2),
and “oooh”, “ahhh” (P3). While language remained consis-
tent across robots, preferred control mechanism did not.

P2 preferred vocal input only for FlappyBit as he engaged
emotionally with it: he saw the flapper as a head. However,
P2 used wheel control for the remaining Bit forms. P1 always
started vocalizing as an experimentation technique with new
Bit forms and then consistently moved to wheel input for fine-
grained control. P3 preferred voice for most robots, although
she did indicate the RibBit responded more consistently to
wheel input (unlike the other robots).

NF3: Shape, orientation create lasting stories – Robots did
not just have varying expressive capability; they also inspired
different stories. Participants reacted differently to each. For
example, P3 saw VibroBit as a multi-dimensional, highly-
controllable, lovable pet; P1 and P2 saw it as a unidimensional,
completely uncontrollable, unlovable object. Different robot
features changed the narrative context. While P2 thought Flap-
pyBit’s flapper was a head, giving it expressivity, P3 thought
the flapper was a cat’s tail. When FlappyBit was flipped over
such that its flapper curled downwards, both P2 and P3 felt that
it became only capable of expressing low-valence emotions.
However, form factor did not not completely change the story:
in all sessions, P2 felt the robot was a dog, no matter which
robot he was interacting with.

I3: Sweet spot of control; motion matters – P1 reported high
control over BrightBit and low control over VibroBit, but rated
both with a smaller expressive range than the other robots
(Figure 4). This suggests a “sweet spot” of control when
connecting emotionally with the robot: some control over
behavior is good, but not too much. P1 felt more connected to
FlappyBit or FlexiBit. That said, all participants expressed a
lack of emotional connection with BrightBit. P3 thought that
the lack of movement was the cause, while P2 did not feel like
he conversed with BrightBit: “I kept visualizing it talking to
me instead of me talking to it” (P2).

Changes for Robot Iterations – Session 3 resulted in several
implications for future iterations on each robot: VibroBit had
a limited expressive range; FlappyBit’s flapper looked like a
head, which was easy to connect with, but metaphors would
vary depending on orientation; FlexiBit had an ambiguous
shape; BrightBit seemed unemotional.

Likert and Pile-Sort Results
The Likert scale and pile sort tasks were primarily used as
an elicitation device to stimulate discussion. Participant re-
sponses were consistent with other observations; we highlight
a few examples. The questionnaire measured quality of Bit
movements match to participant’s vocalizations/manual con-
trol; precision, nuance and fidelity of voice control; and align-
ment of Bit behaviour to the emotions participants felt as they
performed. Emotional connection with the RibBit increased
by session. RibBit and CurlyBit performed much better than
other CuddleBit forms on all metrics. Wheel and voice con-
trol offered similar degrees of quality on average. P1 and P2

reported that they felt more in control with the wheel, though
P3 said that it made the Bit appear as less of a creature.

Participant perceptions of the CuddleBit as a social agent
changed through repeated sessions, albeit in different ways.
In the pile sort, P2 first placed RibBit between cat and robot,
but post-Session 2, moved to between human and cat. In
contrast, P1 first sorted the RibBit between a category con-
taining anthropomorphic elements and home companionship
possessions, but later agreed it could fit in all of his categories
(except one for food) if it was wearing fur.

DISCUSSION
Our initial goal was to create a dedicated design tool for af-
fective robots. From these studies, we observed something
intangible and exciting about live vocal interaction. We de-
rived a more nuanced understanding of Voodle use, in that
it seems to exist somewhere between robot puppetry and a
conversation with a social agent. In the following, we discuss
insights into interaction and believability, and how Voodle
can function as an interactive behaviour design tool within
a performance context. We conclude with future directions,
including insight into how Voodle might be embedded as a
component of a larger behaviour control system.

Insights into Believability and Interactivity
Through co-design Study 2, we found that believability was
mediated by participants conception of robot narrative context,
and their level of control and personal ways of using it.

Creating a context – Behaviour designs and alignment im-
proved dramatically once participants found a metaphor or
story. Context was determined by confluence of form factor,
robot ability and participant-robot relationship. For example,
P1 could neither decide what VibroBit represented nor control
it well, hence saw it as a failure; while P3 thought that it was
cute and felt skillful when interacting with it.

Balancing control with a “spark of life” – Voodling created
lifelike behaviours with a simple algorithm: deliberate ran-
domness and noise produced a user-reactive system that still
seemed to act of its own accord. Varying randomness and
user control made Voodle more like a conversation, or like a
design tool. Control increased alignment, like people sharing
mannerisms in a conversation [20]; but with too much or little,
the system becomes mundane or frustrating, the magic gone.
Voodle was a more emotionally immersive design experience
than traditional editors.

Personalization – Users developed unique ways to use Voodle.
Algorithm parameters could be varied to facilitate a metaphor,
output device, or simply preference. Users modulated their
vocal performance with these parameter settings much as gui-
tarists use pedals to adjust tone, before or as they play. Impor-
tantly, we observed that users tended to use similar “personal
language” with varied robots, suggesting an individual stabil-
ity across context.

Vision for Behaviour Design Process
It is likely that producing affective robots will soon be like pro-
ducing an animated film or video game. Indeed, steps towards
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this have begun (e.g., Cozmo [1, 23]). Here, it seemed that
enabling artists and performers to directly interact with robots
during design did facilitate the believability of the resulting
behaviors, in that the designers who became aligned with their
robot model seemed to be more satisfied with their behaviors
than more attached observers.

Behavior design team – As reflected in the structure of co-
design Study 2, a behaviour design session may involve a
scripted scenario, a director, a designer, an actor, and the robot
itself. Working together to bring out the best performance on
the robot, an actor and director would read through a script as
the designer takes notes on how to modify the robot’s body.
Through an iterative design process [12, 29], both behaviours
and robot form factors could be refined together (Theme NF3).

The actor could also leverage Voodle’s support to improve
alignment with the robot. Like a puppet, the actor would be si-
multaneously controlling and acting with the robot. Although
the interactive space in which the actor works will likely have
to be multimodal (i.e., including a physical controller such as
the MIDI keyboard), alignment through voice enables a deeper
emotional connection with the robot itself (Theme I2).

Physically adjustable parameters – Voodle took a different
approach from previous non-speech interfaces (e.g., the Vocal
Joystick [8, 24]), which had a defined, learned control space.
As we discovered in our pilot and confirmed in comparative
Study 1, voodling relied on a narrative context: a metaphor for
how vocalizations should produce motion. This could change
from moment to moment: amplitude might be associated with
the robot expanding, but if the robot was conceptualized as
“flexing”, amplitude corresponded to downwards movement.
When adding parameters, we found physically manipulable
controls were easier to control when voodling, but they require
visual indicators of their range and status. One could imagine
a kind of recording engineer in a behaviour design session
who adapts motion control parameters on the fly (Theme C2).

How to Extend Voodle
This work produced initial requirements for a Voodle system,
which is open-source and online. It also produced implications
for future iconic speech interfaces.

Extending the sound-symbolic lexicon – Here we considered
proportionally-mixed pitch and amplitude. Our pilots (Table 1)
have already revealed other promising vocal features, such
as -continuants (“dum dum”), +stridents (“shh” or “ch”),
and distinguishing voiced consonants (“b” is voiced, “p” is
not). A detailed phonetic analysis will highlight additional
features and inform ways to adjust parameters automatically
for specific vocal features. Some parameter ranges should be
individually calibrated, e.g., pitch.

While we identified examples of our performers’ languages
(comparative Study 1), many more iconic mappings (features
to robot position) are possible. These features could further
be dynamically mapped to multiple degrees of freedom.

Design techniques – While Voodle was built as a design tool,
in comparative Study 1 we found it was rarely used alone.
Instead, Voodle could be part of an animation suite, letting

Voodle

No
Voodle+

Trajectory

Reactive
Trajectory

Figure 5: Vision for “Embedded Voodle”: Voodle could be a
natural low-cost method to emotionally color a motion path in
more complex robots.

users easily sketch naturalistic motion without a motion cap-
ture system. Input could be imported into an editing tool for
refinement. This might be especially viable in mobile contexts,
to sketch an animation on the go, e.g., in a chat program.

Iconic vocalizations have also been used to describe tactile
sensations [49, 60], so Voodle may also be useful for end-
user design of tactile feedback, to augment communication
apps – a haptic version of SnapChat or Skype, with voice for
haptic expression. We expect such uses will need to recognize
additional linguistic features (like “sss” vs “rrr”); and Voodle
must be more accessible to end-users who are not performers.

Vision for “Embedded Voodle” – Voodle has the potential to
add life-like responsiveness to deployed interactive systems.
Adding randomness to an ambient display increases perceived
agency [6], but voodling could increase a sense that it is at-
tending to the user, especially with directed speech (I2).

As a reactive system, voodling could be added to convention-
ally planned motion of virtual agents or robots, from a robot
pet that reacts to ambient speech, to body language of a as-
sistive robot arm (Figure 5). When a user explicitly tells the
robot arm to “come here”, she might modulate its movement
with a soft “whoa” (slow down) or urgent “WHOA” (stop).

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced Voodle: vocal doodling, an in-
teraction technique using iconic input. We collected a set
of iconic vocalizations from users and linked them to robot
behaviours. This informed our implemented Voodle system,
which maps pitch and amplitude to robot motion in an extensi-
ble, parameterized algorithm. In two studies, we 1) found that
Voodle is not a stand-alone design tool, but can be combined
with a keyframe editor to create expressive robot behaviours,
and 2) identified themes of personal iconic language, narra-
tive frame, alignment, and control methods. We found that
voodling is a blend of social robot interaction and puppetry-
based design, with the potential to add a “spark of life” to
physical interactive systems.
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